
Hi There,

What’s next in Technological expansion? Is it leveraging the right set of tools for data or platform

modernization? Or is it brainstorming on the next innovation that will change the business paradigm?

Here we come back with few of the latest updates and insights for you.

Let’s get into it then!

Leveraging Data Science, IoT and ML to

ENABLE INTELLIGENT ACTIONS

A world-renowned industrial printing brand scales its

operations by taking pre-emptive actions to maximize

customer experience and operational excellence by: 

 Reducing downtime and proactive service

recommendations

 Expediting IoT implementation from 5000 printers

to 180000 printers

 Building immersive dashboards and intelligent

systems 

Expedite your Data & AI initiatives

Motifworks Data & AI Services >>

On-Demand Webinar on Data Lakehouse

Paradigm

Join Microsoft and Motifworks team to explore how

the Azure cloud overcomes the legacy challenges

and enables a unified data platform. The webinar

guides you with Legacy Data Warehouse

implications, benefits, challenges of Data Lake along

with core characteristics of Data Lakehouse,

combining data warehouses & data lakes

Get Access to the Webinar >>

Moving Forward Through Containerized

Applications with Kubernetes

Everyone’s hot about Microservices and

Containerized Applications. Check out how Motifworks

is enabling enterprises and HighTech companies to

deploy containerized applications and Azure

Kubernetes Service adoption through industry-

certified experts. Building secure and smarter

applications has never been so easy.

Kubernetes Implementation Services >>

Honoured as the Bronze Stevie®

Award Winner 2022

for Technical Innovation of the Year in the 20th

annual American Business Awards®.

Give me the Inside Scoop >>

When our Leaders became

JARHEADS for the day

Put the leaders in one room and they will talk about

strategic operational directions, make plans and have

endless talks on what’s next! 

FALSE! 

 

When our Leaders met at the BOOST 2022, it was

one-of-a-kind, downright physical and a completely

unconventional Leadership activity.

Curious to know more.

Here’s the full story >>

And the Titan Returns After Two Years

So, this just happened. In the mid of June, after two

straight years the technology leaders, Azure experts

and industry professionals packed their bags and

headed to the Accion Labs Global Innovation

Summit held in Goa, India.

As we enjoyed networking with some of the best

minds at the Summit, we were also amazed by the

discussions centered around Technological

Innovation, Metaverse, and Accessibility in

Action. 

Isn't that exciting?

 Learn More about the Summit >>

"Excellent Company, Strong

Leadership, Supportive

Environment"

Nancy Bonhomme, 

Program Manager

"A Place where you

feel empowered and

have a voice"

Amol Jagtap, 

Associate Vice President 
 

About Motifworks

Motifworks, an Accion Labs company, is one of the fastest-growing cloud solutions companies transforming

businesses with Cloud-First strategies. As a group company of Accion Labs, combined we have a global

presence in over 12 locations with over 3000 employees. We are a trusted Microsoft Partner with strong

credentials including Partner of the Year Finalist (2020), Advanced Specialization, 

and Gold Partner in multiple competencies
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